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02/04/15 - 5.11 Boots - A world wide number one for any thing tactical

5.11 Boots

5.11 boots are a favourite among all public service personal. 5.11 have made many
boots for all the types of jobs they do. If you are a police officer they have a boot for
your needs, if you are a Paramedic they have a boot for you and even if you are a
front line infantry soldier they have a boot for you. All of 5.11 boots are tested in they
jobs they are designed to be in use for. This fantastic range of footwear has a wide
range of boots to suit your needs.

5.11 Boots Specifications

5.11 Boots use a wide range of Specs for there boots to meet a wide range of
tactical needs. If you need a waterproof boot they use Sympatex®, Which is a really
breathable lining and also stops blood pathogens. If you need a side zip boot they
make a wide range of boots that fit. If you need a boot with a toe cap they have a
boot with the right protection. They call it the 5.11 Kicktoe. What ever you need you
can guarantee that 5.11 have a boot that has the right specs for you and your job.

5.11 boots testing

All 5.11 boots are tested by all emergency services personal and U.S Navy seals
teams. This is done so 5.11 boots are the perfect tactical boots for you. 5.11 boots
that are not up to the rigorous tests are either changed or redesigned to meet the
high standards that 5.11 boots have set worldwide.
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5.11 XPRT Tactical police boot
This 5.11 XPRT Tactical Police Boot is a great police boot with a wide range of
specs for the urban police officer. This USA-full grain leather boot is a Sympatex
water proof boot which does not allow any Water or blood in to the boot at all. This
amazing police boot is designed to be fast, flexible and comfortable. 5.11 have done
this by adding in there 5.11 shock mitigation system.

The 5.11 XPRT Tactical Police boots have been designed with all tactical situations
in mind. They have a 5.11 Kick-toe. This is a composite toe. This is in the boots to
protect your toes while having you are on duty. This 5.11 police boot also has
a talon stabilizer, which is 5.11 own ankle support system. It wraps the ankle making
the boot much more supportive to your feet.

5.11 have also put a quick lace system in theses fantastic police boots. They call it
the 5.11 cinch lacing system. which is great for taking the boots off quickly after a
really long shift or putting them on in a emergency. These boots have a guarantee
so you can be confident that these boots will not let you down.
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5.11 boots ? where to purchase them
5.11 is an American brand and sometimes 5.11 can be hard to get hold of in the U.K
but there is a few suppliers of this great brand, in the U.K. 5.11 Boots are a really
good boot and if you want to pay that little extra I advise you at least try a pair of
5.11 boots once. I advise you go to Patrolstore to get your 5.11 boots and gear.

